Reinforced Scraper Mounting Shaft.

For Three-Roll Mills SDV- and SDVE- 1100 and 1300.

On a rare occasion, the welded stop on existing mounting shafts might fail. This is because the run-off plate carrying product is pulled too quickly against the stop. The welded stop could be weakened by the heavy load or, worst case, even torn off.

**Buhler’s Scope of Services:**
As part of our maintenance plan, we are able to offer you the reinforced mounting shaft including the two supports.

**Features:**
- Resistant to corrosion
- More fail-safe system
- Higher load capacity
- Increased safety

**Optional:**
If necessary, you might request a specialist to mount the new parts.

**Our Proposal includes the following services:**
- Delivery of a complete mounting shaft assembly
- Delivery of both supports including centering pins and screws

**Price:**
Price upon request.
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